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ABSTRACT: In this work, we developed an in-line image analysis system for the monitoring of the continuous crystallization of an
active pharmaceutical ingredient. Acetylsalicylic acid was crystallized in a mixed suspension mixed product removal crystallizer,
which was equipped with overflow tubing as an outlet. A steep glass plate was placed under the outlet onto which the slurry dripped
on its surface. The glass plate spread and guided the droplets toward the product collection filter. A high-speed process camera was
mounted above the glass plate to capture images of the crystals. Several light sources were tested in various positions to find the
appropriate experimental setup for the optimal image quality. Samples were taken during continuous operation for off-line particle
size analysis in order to compare to the crystal size distributions calculated from the images. The results were in good agreement, and
the trends of the process could be followed well using the images. As a next step, image analysis was operated throughout the entire
continuous crystallization experiment, and a huge quantity of information was collected from the process. The crystal size
distribution of the product was calculated every 30 s, which provided a thorough and detailed insight into the crystallization process.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Although continuous manufacturing (CM) has several
advantages, the pharmaceutical industry still relies mainly on
traditional batch processes.1 When the existing batchwise
technologies are replaced with CM, faster, cheaper, more
flexible, and safer production can be developed.2−4 In order to
reach the productivity of the existing batch procedures, it is
necessary to operate a smaller scale continuous system for
longer periods or even without stoppage. During operation, a
steady state can be reached, when process parameters and
product quality are constant at the different locations of the
manufacturing line. Thus, real-time monitoring and control of
the production is significantly easier compared to the
continuously changing nature of conventional batch processes.
With this new approach, very consistent product quality can be
achieved.5 Realizing the mentioned benefits of moving from
batch to CM, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
published the concept of Process Analytical Technologies
(PAT) and Quality by Design (QbD) in the 2000s.6 These
initiatives promote the adaption of CM techniques coupled
with in-line analytical tools for enhanced quality control
(QC).7

Crystallization in the pharmaceutical industry is fundamental
for the separation and purification of the synthesized active
pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs).8 The properties of the
crystal product, i.e., size, shape, or morphology, have a great
impact on the following filtration, granulation, blending, and
tableting steps.9 Also, the dissolution and bioavailability of the

final drug product can be affected through these material
attributes.10 Consequently, monitoring of crystallization to
control the crystal size and shape is of utmost importance.11,12

The significance of the process drew attention to continuous
crystallization in recent years, and it became one of the most
intensively studied areas of continuous pharmaceutical
technologies.13,14 The most commonly applied device in the
research studies is the mixed suspension mixed product
removal (MSMPR) crystallizer.15

The crystal size distribution (CSD) is often analyzed by laser
diffraction or sieve analysis.12 Nevertheless, these off-line
techniques do not provide information about the shape of the
particles. Also, in-line measurement is required for the more
accurate real-time monitoring of the process. In-line sensors,
such as focused beam reflectance measurement (FBRM) and
three-dimensional optical reflectance measurement (3D-
ORM), can be applied for this purpose.16 FBRM and 3D-
ORM measure the chord length distribution (CLD) of the
crystals, which is related to the size and shape of the particles.
However, the deduction of the actual CSD and shape from the
experimental CLD data is challenging.17
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Image analysis is another possible technique for the in-line
monitoring of crystallization processes.18 This technique has
many advantages over other methods since it could provide
abundant information not just about crystal size but also
regarding crystal morphology, degree of agglomeration, or
suspension density.19 Known examples for image analysis-
based techniques are particle vision and measurement
(PVM),20,21 bulk video imaging (BVI),22,23 or the application
of a flow-through cell with an external camera.24,25 Never-
theless, these by themselves are usually only suitable for
qualitative analysis, since the crystals are often captured
partially or completely out of focus and overlapping with each
other.9,26 For the reliable quantification of crystal size and
shape, the mentioned techniques are usually applied in
combination with other measurement tools.9,16,27−30

In order to apply image analysis for accurate process
monitoring, novel approaches were developed to extract
quantitative information from the captured images. Complex
algorithms were reported with which the pictures taken with
PVM probes could provide information about the particle
size.9,20,26,31,32 El Arnaout et al. presented a novel immersed
image analysis probe and applied it for the monitoring of batch
crystallizations.33,34 An invasive image analysis method was
developed by Lu et al., which was applied for in-line
morphology identification and agglomeration segmentation
during the cooling batch crystallization of L-glutamic acid.35

2D/3D imaging devices and algorithms were developed for
various types of crystal products for improved crystal size and
shape analysis.36−40 Hou et al. applied two external cameras
during the batch crystallization of L-glutamic acid to obtain 3D
CSD.37 Microcomputed tomography was used to obtain 3D
images of potash alum crystals for morphological character-
ization by Schiele et al.40 Neoptolemou et al. proposed a novel
2D imaging technique to characterize overlapping needle-like
crystals.39 Crystallization reactors coupled with flow through
cells and microscopic systems were also used for particle
measurement by image analysis.25,36,41,42 A few examples can
be found for the application of deep learning and neural
networks to acquire real-time particle size distributions (PSDs)
during batch crystallizations.19,43−45

As it could be seen, accurate and reliable image analysis
systems were developed for the in-line monitoring of batch
crystallizations. Meanwhile, only a handful of examples can be
found for the image analysis-based monitoring of continuous
crystallization processes.24,46−50 Among these, only Capellades
et al. used MSMPR reactors, which is the most widespread
continuous crystallization system.49 They developed an image
analysis method for the quantitative determination of crystal
size and shape using an optical microscope equipped with a
high-definition camera and an image processing software
(ImageJ). However, their approach was the off-line measure-
ment of diluted samples taken from the suspension with which
accurate and continuous in-line real-time process monitoring
was not feasible.
Recently, we built a novel dynamic image analysis (DIA)

videometric system based on a high-speed camera coupled
with an in-house developed software capable of processing
several hundred images per second. This technique was first
applied for the real-time monitoring of twin-screw wet
granulation51 and for the feedback control of powder
feeding.52 The main goal of this work was to extend the
applicability of the DIA system for the real-time in-line
monitoring of a continuous MSMPR crystallization process.

The previously published setup for the continuous crystal-
lization of acetylsalicylic acid (ASA) from a flow reaction
mixture53,54 was modified to allow the application of real-time
monitoring with the camera. Different camera and illumination
arrangements were tested to obtain pictures with the best
quality. Samples were taken from the continuously crystallized
product for conventional off-line analysis, and the results were
compared to image analysis. The process was operated for
longer to reach steady state, and the trends in CSD were
followed by DIA throughout the entire experiment.

2. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Materials. Acetylsalicylic acid (ASA) (>99%) and

salicylic acid (SA) (>99%) were obtained from Merck
(Budapest, Hungary). Lab grade ethyl acetate (EtOAc),
ethanol (EtOH), acetic acid (AcOH), phosphoric acid
(H3PO4) (85 wt %), and heptane were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich (Budapest, Hungary).
Microcrystalline cellulose (Retsch GmbH, Haan, Germany)

pellets were produced in-house for the comparison of the
different applied particle size measurement techniques. 300
and 500 μm mesh sieves were used to sift the pellets.

2.2. Continuous Crystallization Setup and Procedure.
The continuous crystallization experiments were carried out
with the experimental setup presented in a previous study by
the authors (Figure 1), supplemented with the image analysis

system.53 A 250 mL jacketed glass reactor (DN 60, Schmizo,
Switzerland) was used. Overhead stirring was provided by a
Eurostar power control-visc type stirrer (IKA, Germany) with
a PTFE-coated Ruston 6-blade impeller. The temperature
inside the crystallizer was monitored by a Pt-100 thermometer,
and a Huber Ministat 230 monofluid thermostat was applied
for temperature control. The MSMPR reactor was equipped
with overflow tubing for product withdrawal. Thus, the outlet
flow of the suspension was continuous and equivalent to the
inlet feeding rate. A PTFE vertical baffle plate was also placed
in the reactor to separate the feeding from product removal

Figure 1. Schematic image of the experimental setup. Modified from
ref 53. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.
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and to ensure the uniform residence time distribution of the
crystals. The crystals had to dive under the baffle to reach the
overflow tubing. The suspension was agitated at 700 rpm to
avoid the sedimentation of the crystals. The temperature was
set to 0 °C during the experiments.
The detailed MSMPR crystallization setup was supple-

mented with an image analysis system in this study: a glass
plate was positioned under the end of the overflow tubing onto
which the outlet suspension was dripping and guided down
into a glass filter used for crystal collection. The images for
particle size analysis were recorded while flowing down on this
glass plate by placing a high-speed camera above it. For more
details about the image analysis setup, see Section 2.3.
The continuous crystallization of ASA was carried out from

the reaction mixture of the flow synthesis of the API.53−55 The
composition of the final reaction mixture is presented in Table
1. The API solution for the crystallization experiments

modeling the flow reaction mixture was prepared according
to this recipe prior to the experiments, typically in a quantity of
1000 mL. Heptane was used as the antisolvent during the
process in a volumetric ratio of 4:1.
At the beginning of the experiments, 40 mL of heptane was

poured in the empty reactor, which was thermostated at 0 °C.
Ten mL of the reaction mixture was pipetted to the agitated
heptane to create a starting suspension. The ASA and the
heptane streams were fed into this starting suspension. The
reaction mixture was fed by a Jasco PU-980 pump, and a Syrris
Asia syringe pump was applied for dosing the antisolvent.
During the experiments, the temperature (T) was set to 0 °C
and the residence time (τ) was 25 min. Thus, the flow rates of
the ASA and the heptane streams were 2 and 8 mL/min,
respectively. The product slurry flowed out through the
overflow and dripped onto a glass plate in front of which a
camera was positioned for process monitoring (for more
details, see Section 2.3) (Figure 1). Under the glass plate, the
slurry was directly filtered using G2 or G3 glass filters for
product collection. Samples were taken at each residence time
for off-line analysis by collecting the product in separate filters.
2.3. Imaging Setup and Image Analysis Software. A

steep, almost vertical glass plate (10 × 5 cm) was positioned
under the overflow tubing outlet of the reactor. The angle of
inclination was set manually before each experiment to aim the
dripping suspension to the top of the glass plate. Thus, the
suspension could spread on its surface while flowing down. A
Basler acA1920-155um high-speed camera (Basler AG,
Ahrensburg, Germany) was mounted above the lower section
of the glass plate to take images of the crystals for analysis. The
camera was equipped with a standard microscope lens with 4×
magnification. The surface of the glass was silanized in order to
reduce the sticking of the particles to the plate. The
experimental setup is presented in Figure 1. The process

camera was operated at 100 frames per second (fps) with a
resolution of 1920 × 1200 and 250 μs exposure time. Several
illumination devices and arrangements were tested (see
Section 3.2). For the final experimental setup, a BEL Halogen
fiber optic illuminator was chosen, which had two
independently adjustable light sources at the end of the
metal pipes (90673, BEL, China) (Figure 2). Illumination was
positioned behind the glass plate facing the camera (see
Section 3.2).

Images of the flowing crystals were analyzed using a custom
image analysis software written in C++ programming language
by the authors using the OpenCV application programming
interface.56 The communication with the graphical user
interface was written in C#. During the process, after an
image was captured and read from the camera, the following
image processing steps were applied: Gaussian blur →
Thresholding (Binarization) → Contouring (Edge detection)
(Figure 3).

The particle size was determined from the contours by
calculating the mean of the minimum and maximum Feret
diameters (also referred to as caliper diameters) (Figure 4).
Certain particles were recorded multiple times due to the

periodic dripping of the slurry droplets. In order to reduce the
bias of the PSD because of these crystals, a particle tracking
algorithm was also implemented into the image analysis
software. This algorithm tracked the size and centroid of each
particle present in consecutive images by which multiple
occurrences could be eliminated. During the continuous
crystallization experiments, the camera was operated continu-
ously with 100 fps, and the pictures captured during the time
period of the off-line sampling were saved separately. Thus, the

Table 1. Composition of 1000 mL of the Flow Reaction
Mixture Containing ASA

material quantity

acetylsalicylic acid 97.61 g
salicylic acid 5.14 g
ethyl acetate 794.61 mL
acetic acid 163.26 mL
ethanol 38.25 mL
phosphoric acid (85%) 3.90 mL

Figure 2. BEL Halogen illuminator used for in-line real-time image
analysis in the final continuous crystallization experimental setup.

Figure 3. Stages of image processing: (a) cropped segment of raw
image; (b) Gaussian blur; (c) thresholding; (d) contouring.
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result of off-line CSD analysis could be compared to the image
analysis of the same crystals. The volumetric distribution value
Dv50 was applied to characterize the CSD of the products
along with the direct comparison of the distributions.
2.4. Validation of the Camera-Based System. The

particle size measurement capability of the developed camera-
based DIA system was tested and validated by comparing it to
other, more conventional particle sizing techniques: Malvern
Mastersizer (Malvern Instruments, Worchestershire, UK) and
Parsum IPP-70 probe (Parsum GmbH, Germany). The
methods were compared via the analysis of MCC pellet
samples produced in-house and sifted using 300 and 500 μm
mesh sieves to obtain narrow particle size distributions.
The particle size measuring principle of the Parsum probe is

spatial filtering velocimetry (SFV), while the Malvern Master-
sizer applies standard laser diffraction. The Malvern Master-
sizer calculates particle size via equivalent spherical diameter,
and the Parsum determines particle chord length, while our
imaging system determines the mean of the maximum and
minimum Feret diameters. For the tests, we used highly
spherical pellets, thus minimizing the effect of how the
different equipment treat the particle shape. Additionally, the
MCC pellets were quite stable, and almost no particle breakage
could be observed even after multiple measurements.
The samples could be fully retrieved from the SFV and the

camera-based measurements but not from the Mastersizer.
Accordingly, the measurement order for each sample was
Camera → Parsum → Malvern with sample recollection
between the measurements. This way, the same material could
be measured with the different methods. During the imaging
and the Parsum measurements, a vibratory feeder equipped
with a V-shaped chute was used to feed the samples into the
measuring equipment. In order to avoid overlapping of the
particles, the feeder was set to 10% intensity.
2.5. Microscope Imaging. The crystal size and habit of

the samples was investigated by using a CKX53 inverse
microscope equipped with an 18Mp CAM-SC180 Camera set
with a magnification of 4×. Before analysis, the crystals were
dispersed in silicone oil.
2.6. Off-Line Particle Size Measurements. The PSD of

the crystals was measured off-line using the Parsum IPP 70-s
particle sizing probe in batch mode. The samples were
dispersed into the Parsum probe for estimating the chord
length of the crystals. For the tests, 3 MPa air pressure was
applied, and the number of the measured particles was ca. 2500
in each sample for reliable measurement results. For the
comparison of the results, either the entire PSD or the Dv10,
-50, and -90 values of the distributions was/were plotted. (On

the basis of earlier results with this crystallization system, the
Malvern Mastersizer was not suitable to measure the PSD of
the crystals accurately and reproductively. Thus, the Malvern
Mastersizer was only used during the validation of the DIA
system.)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
At the beginning of the work, we validated the camera-based
DIA system by analyzing the in-house produced MCC pellets
with image analysis and comparing it to commonly used
particle sizing reference techniques: a Parsum IPP70-S probe
and a Malvern Mastersizer 2000. Next, the DIA system was
installed in our continuous crystallization setup to capture real-
time images of the outlet crystal suspension. Finally, the
camera-based particle size measurement method was operated
during the continuous crystallization procedure, and the results
were evaluated.

3.1. Validation of the Camera-Based System. The
MCC pellets were divided into ca. 5 g samples after sieving.
The PSD of the particles was measured consecutively by DIA,
Parsum, and Malvern by recollecting the same material after
the first two methods. For the 3 measured samples, the
obtained Dv50 values are presented in Table 2, and the
distributions are shown in Figure 5.

As it can be seen in Figure 5 and Table 2, the measured
Dv50 values show <5% difference compared to the two
reference methods, and the distributions show very good
similarities. According to these results, the camera-based
system has a very promising applicability in the analyzed
particle size range for the real-time analysis of crystal size
during continuous crystallization.

Figure 4. Visual representation of the minimum and maximum Feret
diameters.

Table 2. Particle Size Results of the MCC Pellets Obtained
via Image Analysis, Parsum Probe, and Malvern Mastersizer

particle size (Dv50, μm)

sample no. camera Parsum Malvern

1 431.9 425.6 (−1.46%) 438.2 (+1.46%)
2 439.2 420.7 (−4.21%) 444.6 (+1.23%)
3 452.0 433.4 (−4.12%) 457.9 (+1.31%)

Figure 5. Measured PSDs of the MCC pellets. Each curve represents
the average of the three measured samples.
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3.2. Optimization of Experimental Setup: Illumina-
tion Options. As it can be seen in the Introduction, one of the
main challenges of accurate and reliable crystallization
monitoring with image analysis is to capture images with
quality high enough for real-time PSD calculation. With
immersed probes and external cameras focusing on the crystals
being a difficult task and in the case of flow through cells, the
clogging of transfer lines proposes substantial risks. Our
MSMPR crystallizer was equipped with overflow tubing, which
provided a unique opportunity to create a novel setup for
image analysis without these challenges. Furthermore, although
the detection is executed outside of the reactor, the CSD of the
crystal suspension inside the crystallizer can be detected
reliably because of the representative product removal.
We positioned a steep, almost vertical glass plate under the

end of the overflow tubing. The product suspension dripped
on the top of it and flowed down to the bottom under which
glass filters were placed to filter and collect the crystals. The
steepness of the glass plate facilitated the crystals to flow down
fast, within 1 s; thus, no product accumulation occurred on the
plate. On the other hand, it meant that a very short time
interval was available to capture the crystals without blurring.
We found that by setting the exposure time to 300 μs or higher
no sharp particles could be captured. However, with short
exposure times (<300 μs), very low amounts of light could
enter the detector of the camera, producing low contrast in the
images. In order to use the pictures for accurate particle size
calculation, the contrast between the crystals and the
background needed to be as high as possible. Thus, in order
to improve the brightness of the crystals, external illumination
was required. For this purpose, several light sources were
tested in various arrangements.
The most basic ways for illumination are from behind the

camera or placing the light source in front of it, as it was
applied in our previous studies.51,52 We tested a LED panel (8
W) and a LED ring (144 LEDs, 9 W) separately and together
as well by placing them in front of and behind the glass plate.
Unfortunately, neither of these options turned out to provide
pictures of the required quality. The third illumination device
was a fiber optic illuminator with two light sources at the end
of independently adjustable flexible rods (ca. 60 W). With this,
several variations were tested for the arrangement, and at the
end, we found a position where pictures of very high quality
could be obtained with an almost completely black background
and white crystals. The pipes were placed behind the glass
plate and rotated a little sideways at an angle, so the mean light
beams crossed each other in front of the camera in the plane of
the glass plate and did not face it directly. With this setup, the
microscope lens was 4−5 cm from the glass plate, and the light
sources were rotated to ca. 40° from the plane of the plate
(Figure 6). The contrast of the white crystals and the black
background was sharp, and the exposure time could be
decreased to 250 μs. A few examples of the illumination
options are presented in Figure 6, including the final version of
the experimental setup.
3.3. In-Line and Off-Line Monitoring of Continuous

Crystallization. The continuous MSMPR crystallization of
ASA was carried out using the experimental setup presented in
Figure 1 by setting T = 0 °C and τ = 25 min. The process was
operated for 10 residence times, and samples were taken from
the product at each residence time for off-line analysis using
the Parsum particle measurement probe and optical micros-
copy. (As it was mentioned in Section 2.6, in earlier studies, we

found the Malvern Mastersizer inapplicable for the reliable and
reproducible measurement of the PSD of the crystal product;
thus, it was only used for the validation of the camera-based
system.) Meanwhile, the process camera mounted above the
glass plate was operated while the samples were taken,
capturing pictures of the same crystals collected for off-line
analysis. This way, the results of the in-line and off-line CSD
measurement were well comparable. The Dv50 values obtained
from the two measurements are presented in Figure 7.

According to the trends visible in Figure 7, at the beginning
of the process, the two different particle size analysis
techniques measured quite different Dv50 values. After
reaching the fourth sample, the camera- and the Parsum-
based methods became more similar, reflecting the same trend.
However, there remained a substantial difference in the Dv50
values measured with the different particle sizing equipment
compared to the MCC pellets. The main reason of this
phenomenon is that the off-line analysis was conducted after
the filtration and drying of the samples, and the crystals were
dispersed with pressurized air, which might affect the crystal
size. Moreover, it must also be noted that the two methods
treat particle shape differently, and the measurement principle
is different as well. This phenomenon has been recognized in
several publications as well, dealing with the comparison of
DIA-, SFV-, and laser diffraction-based particle size analysis
techniques.57,58 Thus, in the following section, the observa-
tions during the continuous crystallization experiment will be

Figure 6. Pre-experimental trials for the proper arrangement of the
illumination of image analysis: (a) both in front of and from behind
the camera, (b) one circular light source in front of the camera, and
(c) the optimal setup in which two flexible light sources were placed
behind the glass plate, positioned a little sideways and askew.

Figure 7. Dv50 values of the samples taken at each residence time of
the continuous crystallization experiment measured by Parsum probe
and image analysis.
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evaluated without the Parsum results, using only DIA and
optical microscopy.
After the nucleation started at the beginning of the process,

the first crystals in the system were small and elongated
(Figure 8b,c). Unfortunately, these tangled with each other

while flowing down on the glass plate. By manually checking
the analyzed pictures, it was revealed that the algorithm could
not distinguish these particles well enough, which resulted in
an inaccurate CSD calculation. Compared to the off-line
Parsum measurement and the scale of the microscopic picture
as well, the mean crystal size was significantly bigger (Figure
8).
As the process proceeded, crystal growth and agglomeration

took place, and these bigger particles were flowing down on
the glass plate in front of the camera becoming increasingly
distinguishable from each other. Also, the transparency of the
agglomerates was much lower than at the beginning of the
process, improving the accuracy of DIA (Figure 9b). After
reaching the third residence time, the shape of the CSD
obtained from the image analysis was very similar to the off-
line result, and the difference of the mean crystal size decreased
too (Figure 9a).
Due to the intensive agitation, after the agglomerated

particles reached a certain size, secondary nucleation was
initiated, resulting in a bimodal CSD in the fourth sample
(Figure 10a,b), which was also slightly visible in the fifth
sample (Figure 10c,d). The difference between the mean
crystal size result of the two applied methods further decreased
at these samples, and the formed bimodality and its
disappearance could be detected by both techniques.

Following approximately the sixth residence time, a steady
state was reached and the CSD of the product became
unimodal, since almost identical CSDs were obtained from
here until the end of the experiment (Figure 11a). The quality
of the images captured during this period was very good,
resulting in an accurate and reproducible DIA measurement
(Figure 11b). According to the scale of the optical microscope
image, the DIA-measured PSD was very accurate and reliable.
The difference between the mean crystal size measured by the
two methods did not disappear completely.
In conclusion, the continuous crystallization process could

be accurately monitored by DIA. The events of the process
were similarly well detectable by using the captured pictures
(agglomeration, breakage, stabilization of steady state with
slight further agglomeration). Further improvements would be
required to address the size difference of the methods; however
because of the different measurement principles of the
techniques, it cannot be eliminated completely. As it has
been shown in the literature as well, even in the case of
spherical particles, the different, well-known particle size
measurement tools provide slightly different average particle
sizes.12 Another conclusion is that the CSD obtained by
Parsum was significantly less smooth and much noisier. The
origin of this phenomenon is that during the Parsum
measurements ∼2500 particles were measured from each
sample, while the pictures captured during the sampling time
interval (4 min) contained typically over one million crystals.
This makes DIA faster and much more reliable.

3.4. Real-Time Continuous Monitoring with DIA.
Following the sampling-based comparison of the developed
DIA method to the conventional off-line particle size
measurement, it was found that our technique was capable
of reliably and accurately monitoring the trends of continuous
crystallization. As a step forward, instead of taking pictures
only during the intervals of sampling, we attempted to
implement the continuous in-line monitoring of the crystal-
lization throughout the entire operation. This way, a deeper
process understanding was possible and events occurring
between sampling times could be detected immediately.
During the experiment, the same conditions were applied for

the continuous crystallization of ASA; thus, the results could
be compared to the previously detailed experiment (T = 0 °C,
τ = 25 min). The process was initiated in the same way (see
Section 2.2), and the operation of the camera used for image
analysis was started when the product slurry began to flow out
of the reactor through the overflow tubing. As we experienced
in the previous experiment, a huge quantity of data was

Figure 8. (a) Crystal size distribution, (b) camera-captured image of
the crystals, and (c) the optical microscope image of the crystal
sample taken at the first residence time of the continuous
crystallization.

Figure 9. (a) Crystal size distribution and the (b) optical microscope image of the crystal sample taken at the third residence time of the
continuous crystallization.
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available with this approach: approximately one million crystals
were detected and measured within 3 min. We set the
frequency of the new CSD calculation to 30 s, an interval that
still contained much more data than a usual off-line particle
size measurement. The calculated CSDs plotted against the
elapsed time are presented in Figure 12.
At the beginning of the process, very broad CSDs were

obtained, meaning that this period of the process was similarly
challenging to monitor just like in the previous experiment.
After the crystallization was initiated, crystal growth and
agglomeration started in the system, which is clearly visible in
Figure 12 from 2000 to 4000 s. Additionally, the width of the
calculated distributions started to decrease soon after the start-
up. After a certain size was reached, secondary nucleation was
initiated, causing a major drop in mean crystal size at ∼5−6000
s. Shortly after, the process reached steady state with narrow
and steady CSDs. The previously observed slight increase in
the Dv50 values could be detected here as well. Altogether, the

trends and events of the continuous crystallization process
could be detected much more accurately and immediately after
they occurred.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The continuous MSMPR crystallization of ASA was monitored
in-line using image analysis in this work. The MSMPR reactor
had overflow tubing for the outlet flow, which provided a
unique, novel approach for the in-line monitoring of the
process. A steep glass plate was placed under the tube, and a
high-speed process camera was mounted in front of it. Several
illumination arrangements were tested before the final light
source and position were found, and a very short exposure time
(250 μs) could be set, resulting in excellent quality, sharp
crystal pictures. An image analysis software, developed in our

Figure 10. Crystal size distribution and the optical microscope image of the crystal sample taken at the (a, b) fourth and (c, d) fifth residence times
of the continuous crystallization.

Figure 11. (a) Crystal size distributions, (b) an in-line captured
image, and (c) an optical microscope image of the crystal sample from
the steady state of the continuous crystallization (6th−10th residence
times).

Figure 12. Result of continuous in-line image analysis of continuous
MSMPR crystallization. A new CSD was calculated every 30 s from
the detected crystals in the captured images.
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research group, was applied for the monitoring of the
continuous crystallization of ASA. First, samples were taken
for off-line analysis, and the camera was operated only during
the sampling time interval. The result of the two methods
showed similar trends in the process, but the different
measurement principles resulted in different mean crystal
sizes. The experiment was repeated by setting the same
operating conditions to apply the image analysis for continuous
process monitoring. This approach resulted in an enormous
quantity of data, and the trends and events of the process could
be detected and followed much more reliably and accurately.
The developed method could provide a much easier tool for
the quality control of the crystallizations than the currently
available measurement techniques. In the future, we are
planning to upgrade the imaging system as well as further
develop the algorithm by implementing AI-based segmentation
of the crystals.
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